Production in Saccharomycescerevisiae of MS2 virus-like particles packaging functional heterologous mRNAs.
Recently, DNA bacteriophages (M13, lambda) have been genetically engineered to transfer genes into mammalian cells. Although efficiencies observed are still relatively low, this opens the possibility of using these viruses as a new class of transfection agents not only for fundamental research purposes but also in gene therapy protocols or in other applications like vaccination. In this respect, it has been shown that a lambda bacteriophage engineered to express the hepatitis B surface antigen in mammalian cells could elicit an immune response against this antigen in mice and rabbits without any specific targeting of the bacteriophage. These impressive results would be even more encouraging if they could be obtained with an RNA bacteriophage, as RNA vaccines are preferred over DNA vaccines for safety reasons. Up to now, RNA bacteriophages have never been engineered for gene delivery. In this paper, we have sought to determine whether such a vector could be obtained by engineering the RNA bacteriophage MS2. We show that MS2 can be produced as virus-like particles (VLPs) in Saccharomyces cerevisiae and is able to package functional heterologous mRNAs, provided that these mRNAs contain the MS2 packaging sequence. For instance, linking the MS2 packaging sequence to the human growth hormone (hGH) mRNA enabled the packaging of this particular mRNA in MS2 VLPs. Functionality in eukaryotic systems of packaged mRNAs was confirmed by showing that mRNAs purified from VLPs can be efficiently translated in vitro and in cell cultures. The high stability of MS2 could, therefore, make MS2 VLPs a very powerful carrier for RNA vaccines.